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The pricing structure for ATLAS is based on two components:  1) Startup cost for the development, setup, 
branding, and delivery of the survey App, and 2) Cost per survey taken.

ATLAS Pilot Survey - $2500
The ideal way for your organization to assess the effectiveness of ATLAS with your clients! Pilot surveys in-
clude a basic customized app with up to 100 uses and data collection services for a three-month period. Pilot 
surveys are limited to a maximum of 15 questions and 5 responses per question. After the three-month pilot 
stage, you will have the opportunity to convert the existing app to a regular service.

ATLAS Survey Service
Are you ready to reduce your survey costs dramatically? The ATLAS Service opens the door to the full range 
of the software’s capabilities for your organization. Startup costs are based on the size and type of content 
you provide, and the fixed cost per survey use is just $5.00 (quantity discounts available).

For more information or a customized quote, contact AbleLink at atlas@ablelinktech.com.

Many organizations struggle with the process of obtaining original, unbiased feedback from their clients.  
This may be especially true for agencies serving individuals with intellectual and other cognitive disabilities.  
Agencies are often faced with only two choices:  Putting their staff in the position of gathering data eval-
uating their own services, or incurring the expense of hiring outside staff to carry out mandated surveys.

ATLAS is a customizable service that gives a direct voice to users who cannot read or write, and are thus pre-
vented from independently completing written assessments (such as consumer satisfaction surveys).  The easy-
to-use touch screen interface, combined with AbleLink’s evidence-based, universally designed software, allows 
individuals to communicate their feelings and opinions without having to rely on an interviewer or transcriber.

The creation of your ATLAS survey App begins with your organization submitting the questions/content to 
AbleLink.  From that content, a customized App is developed – specific to your organization – that uses pic-
tures and recorded audio to present survey questions to the user.  AbleLink delivers the App ready to use, 
complete with your organization’s branding as well as automated, cloud-based data entry and reporting tools.

AbleLink’s ATLAS* (Accessible 
Testing Learning & Assessment 
System) is a cloud-based service 
that allows individuals with cog-
nitive disabilities to independently 
complete surveys, assessments, 
and tests using an iPad or Android 
tablet. Our cognitive design strat-
egy also provides access for users 
with significant literacy challeng-
es. ATLAS automates data entry 
by uploading surveys to a secure 
cloud-based server for immediate 
viewing of individual or aggregate 
results.
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